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We find conditions on an n-square matrix A, over a field F of characteristic 92, that are 
equivalent to the following property: for any n-diagonal D over F, the matrix DA has a 
multiple eigenvalue (or a multiple permanental root), Further resuIts of a combinatorial flavour 
are given in the same direction. We alsc prove a new criterion for the irreducibility of square 
matrices. 
Let A. be an n-square matrix over a field E We denote by d(A) either the 
permanent or the determinant of A. The polynomial d(hl-A) will be called the 
d-pcJynomia2 of A. The d-roots of A are, by definition, the roots, (over an 
algeoraic closure r3f F’), of the d-polynomial of A. 
Professor David Carlson raised the following 
Pmblem. Characterize the class cf the matrices A, that share th.e f&wing prop- 
erty: for any n-diagonal matrix 0, over the fittld F, the matrix DA has at leasr one 
multiple d-root. 
If the field has characteristic 0, then A has the property above, if and only if 
d(A) = d(A(1)) = * - - = d(A(n)) = 0, where A(l), . . . , A(n) are the ptincipal 
(n - l)-square submatrices of A. Roughly speaking, the multiple d-root hxs ~to be 
zero (see Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.3). 
If F has characteristic p#O, it turns out that the problem is of a combinatorial 
nature. Besides, the answer is more attra:tive than in characteristic 0, as we show 
in the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. Let A be an n-square irreducible matrix over F. Assume that F is c 
field of characteristic p# 0,2, having more than 2(n - 1) elements. Then DA has a 
multiple d-root for any diagonal D OF; F, if and only if either 
(i) d(A) = d(A(lj) = * * - = d(A(njj = 0, or 
(ii) A is weakly cyclic of index p. that is, for some permutation matrix 0, the 
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matrix QAQ’ has a block partitiort cr the forts 
0 A,2 0 ... 0 0 
0 0 AZ3 *a. 0 0 
* . . . 
* . 
0 0 0 . . - 0 AP+, 
_‘4pl 0 0 ..* 0 0 
where the zero blocks in the diago;zaI are square. 
This theorem is one of our main results, whose statements and proofs can be 
found in Section 4. We couldn’t remove the restrictions on the characteristic and 
the cardinality of F. Also in Section 4, we shall examine closely the relationship 
between the multiplicities of the d-roots of DA, and the patterns of zero entries 
of A. There, we adopt a “new” terminology (e.g. X-primitive and X-imprimitiue 
matrices). in such a way that some formal resemblances with the Perron- 
Froher.;lus theory on nonnegative matrices become apparent. A combinatorial 
characterization of irreducible, weakly cyclic matrices, proved in [4], plays an 
important role in our argument. In the course of proof, we obtain some auxiliary 
results that may be inte,esting by themselves. Namely, equiv’alent conditions to 
the iircducibility of a matrix are given Section 3. 
Throughout this paper, we denote by x - (x,, . . . , x.,;,) an n-tupIe of indepen- 
dent, commutative indeterminates over E and F[x] will stand for the polynomial 
ring F[x , . . , x,]. Let F be a subset of the set (n) = 11, . . . , n). We denote by 1~1 
the cardinal of CL. If CL = {EL,, . . . , p,} and jr_~I =s. then the symbol x, ~111 represent 
the m,onomia! xII,xIL2 ’ . . x,,. We set Y+, = 1. Given an n-square matrix, A = (a,,), 
we de note by A[p] and by A(p) the principal submatrices of A, (air : i, j E CL) and 
(ai,:i,iE(n)\ CL), respectively. With this notation, we have the following expan- 
sion for the d-polynomial of XA, where :‘i = diag(x,, . . . , x,): 
F(h,xi=d(AZ-XA)=A’ +a,(~)~“-‘+...+u,,_,(x),\+a,,(x), 
where the polynomial n, (x 1 E F[x] is given by: 
(1.1) 
o,(x) = (-l)c x d(A[F])x,, s = I,. . . , n. (1.2) 
&cl.Lc(ll) 
ill/--c 
As 21 first step towards the solution of the Problem stated above for a matrix A, 
we shall examine. in the next section, the polynomials of type (l.l), such that 
Ff A. u 1 has a multiple root. for every a E F. 
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2. MdtipIe roots of (P(A, x! 
We say that a polynomial in A, x1, . . . p x,, is Zinear in x1, . . . , x,, if it has degree 
at most 1 in each q (1 pi en), separately. 
Observe that if q(x) # 0, then u,(x) iia homogeneous polynomia! -iri x1, . . . , G, 
of total degree s, and linear in xl,. . . , x,,, ‘for s = 1,. . . , n. Thei-efore, P(A, X) 
given by (1.1)-(1.:2) satisfies the following property: 
the polynomial P(A, x) is manic of degree n in A, ho~~ogez.cous 
with respect to the n-t- 1 variables A, xl, . . . , G, and linear in (2.1) 
x I,.... xU* 
In this section, we deal with polynomials P(A, x) satisfying [2.1), without any 
reference to the special structure of P(A, x) that we described in (l.l)-( 1.2). 
Let us view P(A, x) as a polynomial in A with coefficientsV on the extension field 
F(x) = Hx,, . . . , Q. Let 
P(:L, x) = #‘,(A, x)&(A, x) * - * P,(A, x) (2.2) 
be the prime decomposition of P(A, x) over F(x). We are assuming that Pk (as a 
polynomial in A, over F(x)) is a,? irreducible manic polynomial, of degree ek a 1, 
k=l,... , L Therefore, by Gauss’s Theorem, (see e.g. [2, §SS]j, Pk(A, x) is a 
polynomial in the variables A, x1,. . . , x,, with coefficients in F, k = 1, . . . , t. 
Moreover, the statement (2.1) implies that 
Pi, (A, x) is homogeneous of total degree ek, in A, xl, . . . , x, ; (2.3) 
P,(A,x) islinearinx ,,..., x,; (2.4 
r(k)na(k’) = pl, if k-f k’, where m(k) is rhe see 
w(k I= {i : aPk/& # 01, 
(2.5) 
for k, k’ = 1, . . . , L Set [S, Lemma (6.1)] for a proof of (2.4)-(2.5). 
Theorem 2.1. Lef n be a positive integer and let F be a field with more than 
2(n - I) elements. If P(A, x) is a polynomial satisfying (2.1’1, then P(A, a) has a 
multiple root on an extension of F, for any a E F, if and only if either 
(i) o,,(x)= u~_~(x)=O, i.e. P(A, x) is a mulriple of h2, or 
(ii) F has characteristic pf 0, and P(A, x) has an irreduci$!e factor of the fbrm 
A”“+T,(x)~(~-~“‘+. * * f T,_.,(x)A~ +7,,(x), (2.6) 
which is homogeneous (( F degree up) in A, x,. . . . , x.,,. and linear in x1, . . . , x,,. 
Pro&. It is well known [2, §141] that (2.6) is the general form of the irreducible 
inseparable polynomials. Thus, the if purr of the Theorem follows easily. Con- 
versely, assume that P(A, a) has a multiple root over an extension of E for every 
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4 E F”. L.et 
be the &scrirninant o,f P(A, x) viewed ES 2 polynomial in A, over the ring F[x] isee 
[2, 8 1131). The discriminant is a poly,tomial expression on the coefficients, u,(x), 
ot P(h, x). Therefore A(x) E F[x]. It is well-known that a polynomial in A, over F, 
has a multiple root on an extension of F, iff its discriminant is zero. Thus A(a) = 3, 
for every u E F’. It is easily seen that A(x) has degree ~2(n - l), in each 
x, (1 Q i s n 1, separately (cf. [2, Th. 2741). As A(a) = 0 for any a E F”, and F has 
more than 2(n - 1) elements, then A(x) is the ‘Lero polyt,omial. This means that 
P(A, x) has a multiple root on an extension of F’(x). Consequently, the prime 
factorization (2.2) satisfies either 
there exis’ k # r, such that Pk(A, x) = .P,(A, x), (2.7) 
them exists k, such that P,(A. x) has (as a polynomial itz A) a 
ntultip!e root on at, Lxtension of F(x). (2.W 
Taking into account (2.3’1-(2.5) and the irreducibility of Pk and P,. property 
(2.7) implies that Pk = P, == A. On ihe other hand, property (2.8) and the irreduci- 
hiiity 01’ Pk imply (ii). G 
3. Irreducibility of matrices nerd polynomials 
in the last few y’ears t?m<’ work has been done on the relationship herween the 
irreducibility of a matrix A avid the irreducibility of certain polynomials arising 
from a (e.g. [3; 5. Th. (‘7. l)]). In the present section we prove a result of that type. 
that will be applied in tne sequel. 
Let R be an integral domain. Let X = diag(xt, . . ~ x,,). where x1, . . , x, are n 
independent indeterminates. A nonzero polynomial, say p E R[x] = R[x,, . . . , x,,], 
is said to be reducibk ouer R, if it can be factored as p = p,p2, where p1 E R[x] and 
p2~ R[x] are not units of R. If. in addition, p, and pZ are not elements of R, we 
say that p is prcperly reducible ouer R. If p is not reducible over R (resp. properly 
reducible over R), th\:n p ir; said to be irreducible over R (resp. properly irreducible 
over RI. We say that p = p(x,, . , _, x,,) covers X, provided each Xi is actually 
prcscnt in p (that is irp/rlx, f O), for i = 1, . . . , II. 
As usual, an n-squate matrix A, is said to be redrtcihk, if there exists ;i 
permutation maf:rix P and an integer r, such ;lrdt 
where A, l is r-sqmre and 1 d r< n. If A is not reducible, then we call A 
irrcd~rcihle. 
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Let L. = diag(l,, . . . , i, j, where II, . . . , I,, are nonzero elements of R. 
With these c.efinitions and notations, we have: 
earem 3.1. For n a2, the following statements arc equivalent: 
(a) A is an irreducible mcltrix oue: R ; 
(h) d(W(+A) is properly irreducible ouer R; 
(c) d(L + XA) is prop&l irreducible over R, and covers X; 
(d) d(AZ- XA) is properly irreducible ouer R[hJ, and couers X. 
Remark 3.2. ‘Ihe equivalence of (a) and (b) is essentially due to N. Schneider [S, 
Th. (7.1)]. Let m(h, X)E R[A, x] be the polynomial defined by m(0, x) # 0 and 
d(hZ-XA) = A”m(A, x), for some integer w 30. It is easily seen that d(AZ--XA) 
is properly irreducible over R[A] iff m(A, x) is irreducible over R. This shows a 
marked resemblance between (a)<.(d) and a theorem by M.J. Ryser [3]. 17 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 will Se easier if we prove fi- A 4 ‘L tnn!a, where the 
following transformation on polynomials over R is consk pred: ‘et 
;i x, , . . . , . t ‘;n I= c psx’, pe E R, (3.1) 
C 
be a nonzero polynomial over R. (Her?, < = (tl, . . , &, i runs over tk set of 
nonnegative integral n-tuples, and x, stands for ~$1 *- * x5). The trs.:sformed 
polynomial, p*, is then defined as: 
p*(xl, . . . ) a) = 1 p$cs--‘, 
6 
where 6 = S(p) = [S,, . . . &)--the degree-sequence of p-is defined by: 6i = 
degree of p in the variable ac,, i = 1,. . . , n. We have the following properties of 
the transformation p HP*: 
Lemma 3.3. Let p and q be nonzero elements of R[x]. Then 
(i) (pq)* := p*q*; 
(ii) p = p”:* i,y S(p)= S(p*); thar is, off 
[pOc,: . . . , x,,)]~=~,=O, fori=l,...,n; 
iiii) p**” ~ p”; 
(iv) p* covers X ijjf p** couers X; 
(v; if p is irreducible (properly irreducible) mu i<. then p* is irreducible jresp. 
propri;, irre,fucih/e) mer R ; 
(vi) assume 6(p) = S(p*); then, p f; irreducible (properly irreducible) over 
und only if p* is ,irredtdcible (resp. wogerly irm&cible? over R. 
lI%~f. (i) is obviolas. To prove (ii). let us denote 6(p*k) by 6” = (ST.. . . . St!,. It is 
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easily seen that 
S* = Si - mjn(qi}, 
where the minimum is taken with respect to the set of T(‘S such that p,,# 0. So, 
ST = ai iff min,{qi)= 0; that is, iff [p(x,, . . . , x.,,)],,,=, is not the zero polynomial. 
Now, (ii) follows easily from the identity 
P =x&VP**_ (3.2) 
(iii) and (iv) are obvious now. To prove (v), assume that p* = fg. We have then 
fg = p*** = f**g**; so, by (3.2) applied to f and g, we must have S(f) = S(f*) and 
6(g) .= 6( g”), that is f = f** and g = g**. Moreover, we obtain frtim (3.2): 
p=x 6-6*f* * J g* 
iit p is properly irreducible over R, Iher, either f* or g” is an element of R; that 
means that either f or g is an element of R, which proves the proper irreducibility 
of p* o’ver R. Th’e same method applies when p is u-reducible over R. 
(vi) is an immediate consequence of (ii) and (v). q 
Puoo% of Theorem 3.1. We shall use the following expansions: 
d(Z-X+A)= I&, d(A(ti)), 
d(L + XA) = i I<,,)\ *x, dl ALpI), 
V 
where the stimmations are taken over all the sets II, 4~ PC(~). We set 
I, = ni~cL 1, (& = 1). The proof will be performed in two steps. 
Step 1. We claim that d(LX-t A) is properly reducible ooer R, ifl d(LX+ A) is 
reducibIe ouer FR, where FR is the I’leld of fractions of R. The “only if” part of our 
claim is obvious. Conversely, let d&X+ A) be reducible ever &. By [S, Lemma 
(6.111, there exist two nonempty sets, T .’ -ii,, . . . , i,} and x = {is+,, . , . , i,}, such 
that 7~ Ux =(n) and 7r r7x = 4, and two nonconstant polynomials p, qEF+[x], 
such that 
P = 1 PtJ01 4 = c 9,x,, 
H 7 
Pq = c Peaxeu7 = c Lx, 4Ab.)L 
e,r IL 
where C#J c 0 c T, 4 c T c x and q5 c. p c (n}. Observe that P8 and q5 are fractions 
f;.om Fz. It is clear that pwqx := I,,,#O. Therefore, p_ # 0 and qY # 0. Now, lt:t p’ 
and q’ be the polynomials 
q’ = UJq, )q = 1 q:q. 
7 
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It is clear that p’4’= p4, and also that p&q:= peq, = Z,,,d(A(O U 7)). Conse- 
quently: 
P& = PJ,&(P,~) =,pe4Jx, = le d\A@ UxN 
is an element of R, for any 6, 8 c ?r. Therefore p’E R[x]. In the same way, we can 
prove that 4’ E R[x]. 
Step 2. To prove (a)-(b) observe that, by the preceding step, we may assume 
that R is a field. Then, the equivalence (a\*(b) is just [5, Th. (7.1)‘J. 
To prove (b)e(c), let p(x) = d(LX-t-A). With the notation of Lemma 3.3, we 
have 
S=6(p)=(l,..., 1) and p*(x) = x” d(L.X-’ + A) = d(L +XA), 
and (3.2) transforms to: 
d(LX+ A) = XI-‘* d(L +XA)*. 
This identity has the following consequences: (1) d(L +XA) covers X iff 6 = S*; 
(2) if d(LX+ A) is properly irreducible over R, then 6 = )i*. (Assertion (2) holds 
because n a2). Thus, (b)*(c) follows after an easy application of Lemma 3.3. 
The equivalence (a)@(d) is obtained from (a)@(c), when we consider -A and 
L = Al as matrices over the integral domain R[h]. Cl 
4; MultipIe d-roots of XA 
In this section WC 5lssemb!c the results obtained so far, to get an answer to the 
Problem stated in the Introclaction. We begin with the case of characteris? 0. 
Theorem 4.1. Let A be an n-s4uarr: matrix over a field F of characteristic 0. 7’hen 
DA has a multiple d-root, for every diagonal D over F, if and only if d(A) = 
d(A(l))=. . - = d(A(n)) = 0. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 and (?. l)-( l.2). Ii 
Tlhe proof of Theorem 2.1 may be easily adapted to obtain the following result, 
that we state without proof. 
Theorem 4.2. Let A and F be US in Theorem 4.1. Then d(A) + 3, if and only if 
there exists a diagonal matrix D, ouer F, such that DA has II mzero, paitwise 
distinct d-roots. 0 
Denote by M(B) the greatest multiplicity of the d-roots of a s, luare matrix B. 
Let us define m(A) by 
(DA I : D = diagonal over F}. 
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Using a similar argument to that r)f Theorpn: 2.1, one can prove easily that 
m(A) = M(_YA), if F has more than 2(r~ - 1) c:lemiznts. 
Corollary 4.3. Let A cad F be as VI Theorem 4.1. Suppose that m(A) 3 2. TFert 
&A(p)) = 0, if /_L c(n) and 1~1 <m(A). 
Moreouer, there exists p. c (n), such that Ipoj I=: m(A I and d(A(&) # 0. Therefore, 
0 is a d-.root of DA, with multiplicity at I~L(! + m(A 1. for every diagonal D nuer F. 
Alw, there exi7t.s IA diagonal D,, <wer F, suck that D,,A has n - n1t.4) nonzero. 
pairwise distinct d-roots. 
Proof. Very easy. To prove the last assertion, let D,, be cuch that Do[~,,] = 0, and 
apply Theorem -3.2 to A(&. q 
111 dealing with ih.: case of nonzero characteristic, we shall avoid cumbersome 
repetitions, by asswiing, from ;iow on. that IF has mow than 2(n - 1) elements. 
Given an n-square rtl:# !rix A, recall that there always exists a permutation 
matrix P, that reduces A ;o an irreducible normal forw (see [l, p. 753: 
PAP.’ = j 
g: A, 
/ 
. . . 
. . 
. . 
,‘. * . 1 . 
A,. 
(4.1) 
where the A,‘s arc irreducible n,-r;quare matrices (n, -t - * - + rz, = n), that we call 
the irreducible cornponeni3 v,’ -1. Without loss of generalSty, we assume that A is 
already presented in normal form (4.1). Let us partition X =diag(x,, . . . , XI,,) 
according to (4.1): X = diag(X,. . . . , X, I, where _q is diagona! tii x q. Then, of 
couw wt‘ have: 
d(AI--XA)= d(AI-X,A,! d(AI-X2A2) - . * d(AI-X,A,). (4.2) 
By fhcorem 3.1, d(hl- .Y,;A,) is a properly irreducible polynomial over F[A], and 
cok’crs X,. i = I. . . . , t. 
44 If d(Ai) # 0, then d(Al-XiAi) is irreducible oker F. In case 
d(A I# 0, (4.2) is the irreduc,ible factorization of d(AI - XA) over F. 
Now, by Theorem 2. i,, it is easily seen that I:he matrix DA has a multiple 
d-root for any diagnoal D over F, if and only if either 
(a) the mart-ix A has. (at leasr, two d-sin&ar kreduciblr corn~~orzents (i.e. 
t/(/l, I =: tl(A, I = 0, j?)r .SOIIZP i. j. i + i17 01 
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(b) for some i (1 s i G t), tkr matrix DiAi has a multiple d-root, for any diagonal 
D, over F. 
The case when A is irreducible is covered by Theorem 1.1, exception made for 
characteristic 2. 
Prod of eorerm 1.1. IC (i) holds, then 0 is a multiple d-root of XA. Assume 
now that (ii) is true. Then, d(A[p]) = 0 if 1~1 is not a multiple of p. Therefor=, by 
(1.1)-(1.2), d(ilZ--XA) has the form 
d(hZ- XA)=h”+a,(x)h”-“+a,,(~)h”--‘P+. . ’ 
= A”(A”” +~,(x)A““-~+~&)A“ -” +s . .). 
Hence, XA has a multiple d-root. 
Conversely, assume that DA has a multiple d-root, fo:. any diagonal D over E 
and that (i) is false. Then, combining Theorem 2.1, the equivalence (a)@(d) of 
Theorem 3.1, and Remark 3.2, it follows that d(Al-XA) is of the form (4.3). 
This means that us(x) = 0 if s is not a multiple of p. In other wards, d(A[pL]J = 0, 
unless 1~1 is a multiple of p. As p is an odd (prime) number, then A is weakly 
cyclic of index p, by [4, Th. 2.11. c3 
in the following theorems, we examine in more detail the multiplicities of the 
C-roots of XA, and the corresponding patterns of zero entries of A. Of course, we 
riced only to consider irreducible matrices. Our statements will become more 
suggestive, if we adopt some terminology of the Pert-on-Frobenius Theory on 
nonnegative matrices. Thus, let us say that ?he n-square matrix A is X- 
imprimitiue if A is irre;lucible and XA has a multiple nonzero d-root. The 
maximum of the multiplicities of the nonzero d-roots of XA is called the index of 
X-imprimitiuity of A. Ey definition, A is X-primitive, rf A is irreducible and A is 
not %.‘-imprimitive. The matrix A is said to be we&Z!? cyclic of index k (k > l), 
whenzver there exists a permutation matrix P, such that 
PAPT 
0 A,* 0 ..* 0 0 
0 0 Al3 . . * 0 0 
where the diagonal blocks are zt.. “0 square matrices. Any matrix is considered as 
weaklgl cyclic of ittdex 1. 
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(i-z; 12 is a power of p ; 
(cl Euery nonzero d-root of XA ha? multiplicity h: 
(d) The d-polynomial 0; XA has the form h”‘f(h”, .x), where w is a norrne,oative 
integer, and f(A, x) E F[A, x] is irreducible ouer F wirh oniy sifnple rootr ozler an 
algebraic closure of F(x); 
(e) For every diagonal D over F, the d-polynomial of DA has the forln 
d(hl-DA)==A”(A” -p,(D)“) . . . (A”-p,,,(D)“) 
= A”C(A -p,(D)) . . . (A -p,,,(DNl", 
where the d-roots of DA, p,(D), . . . , p,,,(D), are pairwise distincb for at ieast me 
value of D. 
Remark 4.6. We list be!qw some formal analogies hetw en Theorem 4.5 and 
some properties of the -rzctrum of imqrimitive nonnegative matrices. Of course, 
the Ferron-Frobenius “dominant-root” property has no counterpart in our ccn- 
text. In fact, here, we have no order structure. 
(1) Item (a) is similar to an important part of Frohe.;lius Theorem (see [I, p. 531 
or [6, p. 3b]). 
(2) Item ie) looks like [6. Corollary p. 351. 
(3; The spectrum of a nonnegatijve imprimitive matrix of index 11 remains 
invariant, under multiplication by a h th root of unity. One may view in (cl-(d)-(e) 
a reminiscence of that irfvariance by rotations. Of course, in the present case, II is 
the single: hth root OF unity. Thus, a set of h roots around a circle centered at the 
origin, in the nonnegative case, is to be decoded here into a system of h equal 
d-roots; 
(4) Theorem 4.5 is closely related to a theorem of Romanovsky (cf. [6, p. 401). 
By Romanovsky’s theorem, if (a) holds for some integer h, then the d-polyntimial 
of XA has the form A”‘f(Ah, x). In the case of characteristic p # 0,2, we can go 
one step further: 
Theorem 4.7. Let A be an n-square irreducible matrix, over a field F of charac- 
teristic p # 0. 2. Let k be the largest irzteger for which 4 is weakly cyclic of index k. 
if k awl p are rclaticciy prilne, then A is X-primitive. Zf k is a multiple of p, ad h is 
th largest pmver of p that dicides k, fherz .A is X-imprrrnitive. of index h. 
roof of eorem 4.5. By Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.2, we may write d(hl- 
X,4 l- A”‘HI (A, x). where ~(h, xj is irreducible over f‘ and, therefore, irreducible 
o\ er F(x 1. It is well-known (SW [2, p. 5351) that there exists an integer e a0 such 
that 
rnfh. xl =- f(AP’. x), 
f,\.i. .Iere f(h, .Y) E F[h. x] ; 5 It an irreducible, separable polynomial over F(x). Then (b), 
1~1 ;Ind id) foilow easily, with II = ;:“. As we are assuming that k; has more than 
2(n - 1) elemcrlts, (e) i-, just a restaterrlent of (d). To prove (a) we use [4, Th. 2.11, 
as iq the proof of Theorem 1.1. Cl 
hoof of Theorem 4.7. Let 
A” + a&,,(x)A”-k’ + ~kZ(X)An--k’ + - ’ ’ + a,& jAflekr (4.4) 
be the d-pdynOdii Of XA, where (Tk,(j;), . . , , ok, (.x ) are nonzero po[ynomiaIs 
and lsk,<*..<k,6n. Notice tha:- ; > 0, because d( Al - XA) cova;s X, by 
Theorem 3.1. Now, define the positive integer 6 by 
6=gcd(k,,.. ..S,=gcd(k,,k,-k ,,.. .,S-k,_J. 
If p is a subset of (n), such that 1~~1 is not a multiple of 5, then Ip,l is none of the 
integers k,, . . , k,; SC d(A[p]j = 0. Sy the theorems of [4], A is weakly cyclic of 
index 8 (if 6 is odd), or of index $6 (if 6 is even). On the other hand, as A is 
weakly cyclic of inde < k, 6 is a multiple of k. Hence, by the maximallity of k, 
either 6=k or F=21. 
Factorize k as k = hk’, where 113 1 is a power of p, and k” is not a multiple of p. 
As S is a multiple of h, we can rewrite (4.4) in the form A”f(A”, x), with 
w = n - k,. Of course, f(A, x) is the polynomial 
f(A. x) = A’“‘++ a,,(X)h"'l + * * - + cr,(x)A”~, 
where IH,, = /q/h and nli = (S - k.)/h, for i = 1, . . . , r. As f(A”, x) is irreducible 
over F(x), so is f(A, x). Notice that gcd(m,, . . . , tn,) = S/h is not a multiple of p, 
because pf 2. So. the polynomial f(h, x) is separable over F(x). Therefore, h is 
the common multiplicity of the nonzGro d-roots of XA. C 
We are indebted to Professors David Carlson and Graciano de Oliveira for many 
valuable suggestions. 
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